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LiveHire Ltd (LVH.ASX)
Talent communities continuing to build momentum
Event:

·

Talent community connection (TCC) growth highlights momentum undeterred.
TCCs at end of quarter were 178k – up 449% YoY, or 32% on the June quarter,
which was impressive albeit below our forecast. Client retention rate was
reported >90%. The implementation of LiveHire by both General Pants and
Telstra Health, announced during the September quarter, were still in the
nascent stages and should contribute more TCCs going forward.

·

Revenues of $128k for September quarter, were up 3.2% on June quarter, or
12.9% annualised. This was lower than our forecast due to both lower TCC
numbers and lower yield per TCC than we had anticipated.

·

Average monthly TCC fee of $0.27, as new client fees are capped. While the
long-term monthly fee is $0.50, LVH’s capping of fees is part of the introductory
period (usually 6 months) for new clients has a dilutive effect, as the company
grows TCC to gain market share.

·

Industry body partnership adds another major marketing channel. LVH has
partnered with the Australian Human Resources Institute (AHRI), who will build
its own talent community, inviting more than 20k HR professionals representing
11k corporates. The exposure these members will have is invaluable, as users
will promote and educate colleagues and employers about the benefits of
LiveHire, in effect becoming a new marketing channel.

·

General Pants implementation displays immediate significant tangible
benefits. While only a recent client, the major retailer has already achieved 520
hires in six weeks using LiveHire, in contrast to 2015 in which it had 400 hires in
18 weeks – i.e. 30% more hires in 67% less time. Savings in advertising and other
HR costs were also achieved including no need to use job boards, process CVs,
run in-store trials, run face-to-face interviews, and process rejection letters.

Board

Adds another cornerstone in retail vertical. General Pants is the second major
retailer to adopt LiveHire, following the jeweler Michael Hill. These two
companies should provide LiveHire with further impetus in the vertical, as it
likely gains the attention of other retailers via channels such as employees’ word
of mouth, industry talk, and media.
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·

We revise down our earnings forecasts due to 1) Lower assumed monthly TCC
fee in next few years (although long-term unchanged at $0.50); 2) Pull back in
our short-term TCC forecasts; and 3) Higher operating expenses than previously
forecast. Valuation reduces to $0.43/share (previously $0.54), due to our
downgrade in earnings, partially offset by increased long-term EBIT margin.

Recommendation:
·

We maintain our Speculative Buy recommendation and reduce our 12-month
price target to $0.43/share (previous $0.54), based on our revised valuation
which still remains attractive. While in hindsight we were too bullish in our
short-term forecasts, our confidence in the outlook for the LiveHire platform has
actually increased as the company continues to sign clients and increase TCCs.
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Valuation and Earnings:
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September quarterly; earnings and valuation changes; AHRI and General
Pants talent community launches.
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Foster Stockbroking acted as Joint Lead Manager to the
IPO of LVH in June 2016 in which 50M shares were
offered at $0.20 to raise $10M. Foster Stockbroking
received fees for this service.

DISCLAIMER: Foster Stockbroking Pty Ltd does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its research reports. As a result, investors should be aware
that the firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. Refer full disclosures at the end of this report.

